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Every one of us was a child at one point. Most of us will remember the childish fondness for these
things called stickers. As a kid, one is not aware that a printing company somewhere is the one
responsible for producing these.

Far from being simple collectibles or toys, stickers have more to them than just sporting the latest
cartoon characters or showing a caricature of the weekâ€™s hottest movie stars. In fact, countless
different companies take complete advantage of the fact that such are popular and compelling tool
in taking their company brand names further. All those people who have lived in caves for the past
century may ask what this is. These are any piece of print medium that is printed on one side and
coated with an adhesive substance on the other side. They are a type of semi-permanent
decoration or advertisement that is designed to stick to practically any solid surface, thus giving
them the name. Upon closer inspection, stickers actually have a very wide array of uses, ranging
from trivial to crucial. Moreover, in an effort to better understand these, let us try to enumerate some
of these uses.

1.	Collectible - Those designed to look like anime characters, cartoons, movie characters, or even
just random, cute and simple designs are a very popular collectible especially to the younger
population. Thus, the sticker book was invented, so that it may serve as a repository for hundreds to
thousands until the owner decides to actually use them or throw them in the garbage.

2.	Car labels and design -  On one hand, bumper stickers on cars can be used to simply show
support for a cause, a religion, or a political party. On the other, more important, some are also used
in order to preserve important information about the car or as a way for employers to inform their
workers of non-compliant parking. Practically every car in the world has some form plastered on
some part of it, if not for decoration, then for some other important purpose.  

3.	Product labels and price tags - Just like cars, any commercial product has a sticker on it
somewhere, whether it is as a brand label or as a department store price tag. Countless customers
around the world consistently are pestered when such just work too well and refuse to be removed
from the surface they are stuck to. Fortunately, some are meant to stick on forever, and these are
designed to look good enough that you would not need to remove them at all.

4.	Promotion - What better way to promote a brand or an event than by giving out free to any passer-
by within reach. In elections, giving out such is a cheaper form of bribery, and serves no other
reason than to make sure people are constantly exposed to a candidateâ€™s name.

	Other uses are warning labels, nametags, quality markers, and many others.

If you need some printed up, then it is advisable to approach Dallas printing companies or DFW
printing companies and see what they can do for you. In addition, when you find one that works for
you, stick with it.
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